software
Developer
WHat are we looking for?
We are looking for a Software Developer to join our team! You will work closely with the
Program Developer and play a key role in designing and developing our digital products aiming
to deliver GHMe's strategic vision. The ideal candidate:
Desires to bring GHMe to the next level;
Enjoys working in an international team;
Is good at designing algorithms and coding in programming languages such as JavaScript,
Ruby, Java, C++, Python, mySQL;
Possesses creative and technical skills to co-develop platform and data architecture in
collaborations with other teams;
Has experience in testing, deploying and troubleshooting applications in the user
environment;
Brings ownership and pride in his/her/their performance and its impact on GHME's
success;
Is fluent in English; and
Is looking to further strengthen his/her/their product design and development experience.

What we expect from you?
To work closely with the Program Developer to:
Elicit user and business processes requirements;
Design creative prototypes based on our strategic vision;
Perform testing before launch, maintain and improve existing applications;
Propose new ideas and concepts to optimize our product platform;
Evaluate 3rd party services and products with the long-term strategy in mind.
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Developer
WHat are we offering?
Our mission is to bring meaningful mentoring services to students and young professionals
from all over the world and provide them with an access to the pool of knowledge from
seasoned professionals within the Global Health field. The Software Developer position will
play a key role in bringing this service to more people and creating a foundation for impactful
relationships. You will be joining a growing non-profit organization that has a clear vision for
the future of mentoring services and developing strong professional communities.
By joining GHMe you will:
Become a part of a dynamic, innovative international team;
Work in a flexible online working environment, and contribute to the evolution of the
organization and its mission;
Get to express your creativity, develop new collaboration skills, strengthen your
competencies, and enhance your employability;
Have future career and remuneration opportunities.

